iCandy launches Peach All Terrain in Innovative Double Formation
(Biggleswade, UK)
Combining sleek sporting touches and off-road capability, the new iCandy Peach All-Terrain is the
first of its kind that can upgrade from a single to a double pushchair with the ability to interchange
between both configurations. With over 70 modifications to the previous model, this innovative
evolution epitomises the meticulous design and innovation for which iCandy is renowned.
Taking multi-functionality to an unsurpassable level, for the very first time the Peach All Terrain can
upgrade into a double pushchair using the clever iCandy converter kit. The freedom to transport two
children simultaneously, be it twins or a toddler and baby, does not compromise the single footprint
of the pushchair, so even the narrowest of coastal paths can still be navigated with ease and
stability.
Engineered to master the countryside, the Peach All-Terrain boasts multi-wheel functionality,
offering the option to quickly convert the pushchair from three to four wheels. This manoeuvre is a
simple process of unlocking the front swivel wheel and replacing it with the two wheeled option.
Both wheel options arrive in the same box, meaning that adventurous parents who want to share
their love for the great outdoors with their little ones can now do so with full flexibility on their
preferred wheel configuration.
Whether it is navigating city life, off-road exploring or sandy beach adventures, the revolutionary
puncture proof ERP tyres will keep you on the move whatever the conditions. The Peach All Terrain
may be designed for off-road but like an SUV, this pushchair is just as at home in urban
environments, so will not only meet the demands of your growing family but your surroundings too.
As a complete travel system, the Peach All Terrain takes your baby from birth to 25kgs, whilst the
carrycot and seat unit have the added advantage of a shared frame which is not only an
environmentally friendly option but saves valuable storage space and expense too. What’s more, the
spacious carrycot, complete with ventilated padded mattress and luxury fleece lining, is suitable for
overnight sleeping so offers further flexibility for parents as well as an easy solution for those nights
away from home. The ability to accommodate two carrycots on one frame means that the Peach All
Terrain is the perfect sleeping solution for twins, with no need for additional travel cots or moses
baskets.
The go-anywhere capability of the Peach All Terrain is demonstrated within every aspect of the
pushchair, including the clever canopy which features an extendable SPF50 hood with fold out sun
visor, as well as a sport luxe draw cord to control how much of the Aeromesh ventilation panel is
exposed to the elements. The spacious easy to access basket can hold up to 10kg, meaning you
won’t have to sacrifice any of your trusted kit when it comes to off-the-beaten-track adventures,
whilst the elasticated pocket on the back of the seat unit is ideal for valuables.
With the iCandy Peach All Terrain even the most challenging of surfaces won’t compromise a
smooth ride and the adjustable leatherette handlebar ensures the perfect position for a comfortable
push for parents whilst the added padding in the seat gives baby extra comfort.
Waste no time in exploring new places thanks to the ability to recline and remove the seat with one
hand, whilst the swivel bumper bar along with the easy to adjust 5-point safety harness with our
quick-clip system makes getting your child in and out of the seat unit simple. To complete the
package, the tailored, durable rain cover for both carrycot and seat unit means the Peach All Terrain
is ready to take on the great outdoors whatever the weather.

Reflective of the pushchair’s rural inspired nature, the iCandy Peach All-Terrain will be available in
Forest, a deep green colourway, which is complemented by style led grey webbing to create a twotone colour. These stylish touches are combined with go-anywhere capabilities to achieve a true
sporting powerhouse, plus with iCandy’s unique 5 year warranty included, you can be sure the Peach
All Terrain is built to last.

